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Abstract. This paper proposes Treemap-based visualization for supporting cluster analysis of news article
dataset. It is important to grasp data distribution in a
target dataset for such tasks as machine learning and
cluster analysis. When dealing with multi-dimensional
data such as statistical data and document set, dimensionality reduction algorithms are usually applied
to project original data to lower-dimensional space.
However, dimensionality reduction tends to lose the
characteristics of data in the original space. In particular, the border between different data groups could
not be represented correctly on lower-dimensional
space. To overcome this problem, the proposed visualization method applies Fuzzy c-Means to target data
and visualizes the result on the basis of the highest
membership values with Treemap. The membership
values to the second closest clusters are also visualized,
which is expected to be useful for identifying instances
around the border between different clusters, as well
as the relation between different clusters. A prototype interface is implemented to handle news article
dataset, of which the effectiveness is investigated with
a user experiment.
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1. Introduction
This paper proposes Treemap-based visualization for
analyzing the clustering result of multi-dimensional data.
When using machine learning and clustering, it is important to understand a target dataset such as its distribution
in high-dimensional space. A common approach when
visualizing multi-dimensional data is to apply dimensionality reduction methods[9] to target data for projecting it
into lower-dimensional (usually 2 or 3D) space. Although
this approach improves the visibility of data distribution,
it tends to lose the properties the target data has in original
high-dimensional space. In particular, the border between
different data groups could not be represented correctly
on the lower-dimensional space.
As one of the solutions to the problem, this paper visualizes multi-dimensional data without using dimensionality reduction. Instead, the proposed method obtains in-

formation about data distribution by applying Fuzzy cMeans[4], and use it for visualization. Different from
crisp clustering such as k-Means and AHC (agglomerative hierarchical clustering), soft clustering like Fuzzy cMeans calculates membership values for an instance to all
clusters. Therefore, by visualizing not only the relation of
each instance to the closest cluster with the highest membership value, but also its relation to the second closest
cluster, it is expected that users can identify instances existing around the border between different clusters. It is
also expected to be useful for investigating the relationships among different clusters.
We think the proposed visualization method can be applied to different types of multi-dimensional data including statistical data and text data. In this paper, a prototype interface is designed for visualizing text data: a set
of news articles written in Japanese. Its effectiveness is
investigated with a user experiment.

2. related Work
2.1. Fuzzy c-Means
Different from ordinary crisp clustering, in which each
instance belongs to only one cluster, Fuzzy c-Means allows each instance to belongs to multiple clusters with
different degree. The degree of an instance being the
member of a cluster is called a membership value, of
which a range is [0, 1]. Let an instance xk ∈ X (X is
a dataset), the membership value of xk to i-th cluster
(i = 0, . . . , Nc − 1), µki , satisﬁes the following condition.
Nc −1

∑

µki = 1, ∀xk ∈ X. . . . . . . . . . . (1)

i=0

Membership values are obtained by minimizing the following objective function, where vi (∈ V ) is the centroid
of i-th cluster, | · |2 is L2-norm, and m is a hyperparameter
controlling the fuzziness of the cluster assignment.
J(X,V ) =

∑ ∑ (µki )m |xk − vi |2 .

. . . . . (2)

vi ∈V xk ∈X

Zhang et al. have proposed KFCM (Kernel Fuzzy cMeans algorithm)[11], which extends Fuzzy c-Means by
adopting a kernel-induced metric instead of Euclidean
distance. They reported that KFCM is robust to noise and
outliers.
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As examples of the application of Fuzzy c-Means, Matsui et al. applied it to analyze the water quality of a
lake[7]. It was used to classify the degree of pollution
from remote sensing data including noise. Akimoto et al.
applied Fuzzy c-Means to detect a human from depth images obtained from the RGB-D sensor[1]. Fuzzy c-Means
is used in two ways: a person detection from shape features, and a speciﬁc person detection using Fuzzy color
histogram.
Visual analytics using Fuzzy c-Means has been studied.
Zolkepli et al. have proposed a visualization method for
bibliographic big data, in which Fuzzy c-Means is used
combined with Newman-Girvan clustering[12]. They
claimed fuzzy analysis is expected to offer deeper insights
into big data compared with applying crisp clustering.
Sherkat et al. have proposed a visual analytics for interactive clustering, in which Fuzzy c-Means is used for term
clustering[10].

2.2. Treemap
Treemap[6] is one of common visualization methods
for hierarchical structure such as the folder structure of
the storage of computers, and the result of hierarchical
clustering. Compared with a node-link diagram, which
is another common visualization method for hierarchical
structure, it can use screen space in an efﬁcient manner.
Usually, Treemap is drawn within a rectangular region.
The whole region corresponds to the root of a hierarchical
structure, and a hierarchical structure is drawn by recursively dividing a rectangle region of a parent node into
sub-regions for children. The size of a rectangle is determined on the basis of the size or importance of its
corresponding node. The most famous and basic division method is slice&dice, which slices a parent region
into several sub-regions (children) vertically or horizontally, and changes the direction of slicing (dice operation) before further slicing the obtained sub-regions. The
operation of dividing a region into sub-regions is called
tiling. Alternative Treemaps employing different tiling
algorithms from slicing have been proposed. Squariﬁed
Treemap[5] divides a region so that the aspect ratio of regions can be close to 1.0. Although it can improve the visibility, the layout tends to change drastically when the size
of nodes change dynamically. The Strip algorithm[2] divides a region in one direction like slicing, but it “stacks”
multiple layers in a region. Fig. 1 compares (a) slicing,
(b) squariﬁed, and (c) strip tiling algorithms for the same
structure.

As another extension, Voronoi Treemap[3] does not divide a region into a rectangular shape, but into regions of
arbitrary shape including polygons.

3. Treemap-based Visualization of Clusters
The proposed method does not visualize data distribution spatially on low-dimensional space. Instead, it visualizes the information about groups (clusters). That is,
users do not grasp data distribution on the basis of spatial relationship between instances, but membership values assigned to instances.
As mentioned in Sec. 1, target data in this paper is
text (Japanese news articles), to which Fuzzy c-Means is
applied. This section describes such a preprocessing for
target text data, and visualization method, respectively.

3.1. Preprocessing
A part-of-speech and morphological analyzer MeCab1
is applied to the title and main text of each news article to extract nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adjective
verbs except pronouns, numbers, personal names, and
non-independent words. Each article is converted to 100dimensional vectors by applying Do2Vec[8] of gensim2
to the extracted words. In addition to that, each article has
additional information such as category (business, sports,
etc.), publication date, and length (number of characters).
Fuzzy c-Means is applied to the set of news articles:
this paper uses scikit-fuzzy3 with Nc as 5, m as 1.1, stopping criterion (error) as 0.0001, and the maximum number
of iteration (maxiter) as 10000.
The clustering result is organized as 2-layer structure:
the ﬁrst layer (crti , i ∈ {0, . . . , Nc − 1}) corresponds to crisp
clustering result, in which each instance belongs to a cluster with its highest membership value. In the second layer
(cij ) of crti , each instance in crti belongs to a cluster with its
second highest membership value.
crti = {d|c1 (d) = i}, . . . . . . . . . . . (3)
cij = {d|c1 (d) = i ∧ c2 (d) = j}, . . . . . . (4)
where d is an instance (new article), c1 (d) and c2 (d)
are cluster labels for those to which d has the highest and
the second-highest membership values, respectively.

4. Visualization
Fig. 2 shows the screenshot of the prototype interface, which consists of the following views. It was implemented with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. Treemap
and Chord Diagram were implemented with D3.js.
•

Fig. 1. Comparison of 3 tiling algorithms

2

Treemap view

1. http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
2. https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/doc2vec.html
3. https://pythonhosted.org/scikit-fuzzy/
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•

Cluster information view

•

Article information view

•

Cluster relation view

The Treemap view occupies the majority of the screen,
which shows the result of Fuzzy c-Means. Each cell corresponds to an article, of which color represents cluster
labels c1 (d).
The Treemap view has 3 layers: the ﬁrst layer visualizes all articles, of which the layout is determined by crti
as shown in the top of Fig. 3. When a user clicks an arbitrary cell, a zooming operation is applied and only the
articles assigned to the same cluster as it are visualized as
the second layer. In the second layer, the layout of cells
(articles) is determined by cij . When an arbitrary cell is
clicked in the second layer, only articles assigned to the
same cij as the clicked cell are displayed in the third layer.
In the case of Fig. 3, a user clicks a cell assigned to 0-th
cluster in the ﬁrst layer, and articles in crt0 are displayed
in the second layer (middle of the ﬁgure). In this state,
when a user selects the third cluster, articles belonging
to c03 are displayed as shown in the left-hand side of the
ﬁgure in the bottom: when a user selects the second cluster, articles belonging to c02 are displayed as shown in the
right-hand side of the ﬁgure in the bottom.
In the second and third layer, membership values are
visualized with small squares in a cell: the number of
squares is proportional to its membership value. This
function is expected to be useful for comparing the characteristics of articles within the same cluster, as well as
for locating articles of interest.
The size of a cell is determined on the basis of either of
the following conditions.
•

•

Membership mode: the size of a cell depends on the
membership values for other clusters than the closest
cluster.
Count mode: equal-sized cell is assigned to all articles.

It is supposed that the Membership mode is suitable for
identifying articles around the border between different
clusters. On the other hand, the Count mode is supposed
to be useful for conﬁrming the cluster size.
The cluster information view shows the distribution of
categories in a cluster selected with the button of the topleft of the interface. It visualizes the ratio of categories
assigned to articles in the cluster with a pie chart.
Figure 4 shows an example of the article information
view. When a user hovers the mouse cursor over a cell
in the second and third layers of the Treemap view, information about the corresponding article is displayed in
this view. The displayed information includes its article
number, category, metadata such as publication date and
length, title, and main text. Its membership values to all
clusters are also visualized with a pie chart.
The cluster relation view shows the relationship between different clusters with a chord diagram. An arc

Fig. 2. Screenshot of prototype interface

corresponds to a cluster, and the width of an edge wi j
connecting i, j-th clusters is determined on the basis of
L2-norm between cluster centroids.
wi j =

|vi − v j |−3
2
,
∑k̸=l |vk − vl |−3
2

. . . . . . . . . (5)

where vi is a centroid of i-th cluster. The length of the
arc of i-th cluster la (i) is represented as Eq. 6, where R is
a radius of the diagram.
la (i) = π R × ∑ wi j . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)
j

A cluster has longer arc when it has a strong relation
with other clusters.

5. Experiment
5.1. Outline
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we asked 10 test participants, who are graduate/undergraduate students in Engineering, to do the
following tasks using the prototype interface.
T1: Find an article containing all of the 5 words speciﬁed
in a question (2 questions).
T2: Find an article, of which category is different from
other articles in a speciﬁed cluster (1 question).
T3: Find all clusters that have weak relation with other
clusters (1 question).
T4: Find all cluster pairs that have strong relationship
with each other (1 question).
Two questions of the same type were asked for T1, and
one question was asked for each of the remaining tasks.
Words speciﬁed in Task T1 are selected from different 2
categories, so that an article containing those words tends
to exist around border of those categories. That is, this
task aims to examine the effectiveness of the proposed
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Fig. 4. Article information view

Q1: Quality of clustering result
Q2: Usefulness of displaying membership values with
small squares in the cell of the Treemap view
Q3: Usefulness of the cluster relation view
Q4: Visibility of the proposed interface
Q5: Usability of the proposed interface

Fig. 3. Example of zooming operation

5.2. Results
method for identifying articles that are around the cluster
border and difﬁcult to be classiﬁed.
A dataset used in the experiment is based on a collection of Japanese news articles published by the Mainichi
Newspapers during 20044 . 100 articles with 300-800
characters are selected from each of World, Business,
Lifestyle&Health, Arts&Entertainment, and Sports: total
500 articles are used in the experiment.
In addition to the prototype interface, the test participants are asked to do the same task as the prototype interface with the following interfaces, which disable some
major functions from the prototype interface. The experimental results of those interfaces are compared to evaluate
the effectiveness of the major functions.
IF1: Disable the display of membership values with small
squares in the cell of the Treemap view.
IF2: Disable the cluster relation view.
The order of using the interfaces as well as the combination of the interface and a dataset is adjusted so as to
remove the order effect of using interfaces and the effect
of datasets.
After completing all tasks, the test participants were
asked to answer a questionnaire, which contains the following questions with 5-point scale (1:bad-5:good).
4. Mainichi
Shinbun
Kiji
http://www.nichigai.co.jp/index.html

4

Data-syu

2004

Ban:

Table 1. Comparison of time and interaction: T1

Interface
Proposed
IF1
IF2

Average time [s]
412.70
532.28
404.79

Average # of interaction
541.6
680.7
541.1

Table 2. Comparison of time and interaction: T2

Interface
Proposed
IF1
IF2

Average time [s]
71.46
121.45
129.50

Average # of interaction
91.8
183.7
211

Table 1 and 2 respectively compare average time and
the number of interactions spent on completing the tasks
T1 and T2. A signiﬁcant difference was not conﬁrmed
among different interfaces. Regarding the task T1, 18
among 20 questions were correctly answered. No difference was observed among different interfaces in terms of
accuracy. On the other hand, it was observed that the difﬁculty of the task depended on the categories of target
articles.
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Table 4. Comparison of time and interaction: T4

Interface
Proposed
IF1
IF2

Average time [s]
76.42
97.53
107.49

Average # of interaction
97.4
228
201.6

Table 5. Comparison of Accuracy: T3, T4
Fig. 5. Categories of articles difﬁcult to ﬁnd

Figure 5 shows the number of target articles in T1 for
which the test participants spent more time and interaction than average for each category. Note that as an article relating with two categories is selected as target, it
is counted for both of those categories in the ﬁgure. As
shown in Fig. 5, the participants tended to spend more
time and interaction than average when the target article belongs to Lifestyle&Health. As this category covers broader topics than other categories, it seems to have
overlap with other categories.
For the tasks T1 and T2, we asked the test participant to
evaluate the validity of the article they found being contained in the cluster with 5-point scale. The correlation
between their evaluation and the time spent on completing
the task was -0.26317, and the correlation between their
evaluation and the number of interactions was -0.25663.
A weak negative correlation indicates that it was difﬁcult
to ﬁnd an article that is difﬁcult to classify with Fuzzy
c-Means.
Table 3 and 4 respectively compare average time and
the number of interactions spent on completing the task
T3 and T4. A signiﬁcant difference was not conﬁrmed
among different interfaces.
Regarding the usage of the major functions of the prototype interface when doing tasks T3 and T4, some participants completed the task without using the Treemap
view. However, the difference was observed in terms
of accuracy of T4 between different interfaces, which is
shown in Table 5. The result of ANOVA shows a significant difference among interfaces (p=0.0047). This result
indicates the importance of combining the Treemap view
and the cluster relation view for accurately understanding
the relationship between clusters.

Task
3
4

Proposed
0.867
0.9

IF1
0.85
0.583

IF2
0.8
0.367

Figs. 6–10 show the distribution of answers to the questions in the questionnaire. Note that we also collected free
comments in addition to 5-scale evaluations.
As shown in Fig. 6, the quality of Fuzzy c-Means was
positively evaluated by 8 among 10 test participants.
Fig. 10 shows the usability of the prototype interface
is positively evaluated by the majority of the test participant. In particular, positive comments were obtained for
the Treemap view, such as it is useful for locating articles
belonging to multiple categories, and it is useful when
grasping the overview of the dataset by comparing the
characteristics of different articles. It corresponds to the
result that most of the test participant gave positive evaluations to Q2 (Fig. 7).
Regarding the cluster relation view, they pointed out
its effectiveness for understanding the relationship among
all clusters all at once. However, it was also pointed out
that drawing arcs on the basis of the relative strength as
deﬁned with Eq. 5 was inconvenient. It corresponds to the
fact that more test participants gave negative evaluations
to Q3 and Q4 than Q2. This result suggests the accuracy
such as shown in Table 5 could be increased by improving
the cluster relation view in the future.

Table 3. Comparison of time and interaction: T3

Interface
Proposed
IF1
IF2

Average time [s]
36.18
53.37
77.55

Average # of interaction
58.5
74.5
190.3

Fig. 6. Response to Q1
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6. Conclusion

Fig. 7. Response to Q2

This paper proposed Treemap-based visualization for
supporting cluster analysis of multi-dimensional data.
The proposed method visualizes the result of applying
Fuzzy c-Means to the target dataset with the Treemap
view and the cluster relation view. The result of experiments with test participants showed the effectiveness of
the proposed method.
Future works include the improvement of the cluster relation view according to the feedback obtained from the
test participants. As noted above, the proposed method
could be essentially applied to other kinds of multidimensional data than text data: applying the proposed
method to different target data is also one of our future
works.
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